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0. INTRODUCTION
The relationship between the sign of a given function on a subset of real
points of an algebraic variety and an expression of this function as a sum
of squares is certainly one of the most basic notions in real algebraic
geometry. For example, the classical ‘‘Positivstellensatz’’ states that for an
affine variety V defined over the real numbers , a function f in the ring
  Ž .of real polynomial functions  V is positive on the set of real points V 
  Žif and only if fs 1 t for some sums of squares s, t V see for
 .instance CT1, Proposition 2 .
ŽThere is also a quantitative aspect of the question which may be
.described as ‘‘arithmetic’’ : how many squares are really needed in such an
expression? This is, in general, much more delicate than the simple
positivity, and as this number of squares is irrelevant to the real geometry,
one should not normally expect a geometric interpretation.
Ž .The clearest case is when V  is empty, which translates into 1 is a
 sum of squares in  V : the real geometry is as trivial as possible, but the
Ž .arithmetic question ‘‘How many squares?’’ is still there. Let us recall that
Ž .the level of a ring A is defined as the least number s s A needed to
Ž .express 1 as a sum of s squares or , if there is no such expression .
Ž Ž ..The level of an affine -variety V denoted by s V is defined to be the
   level of the ring  V . A theorem of Pfister Pf states that the level of a
non-formally real field of transcendence degree d over a real closed field
is a power of 2 less than or equal to 2 d. Using this theorem, the second
 named author proved Ma1, Ma2 that there is a function B:  such
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Ž . Ž .that s A 	 B d for all R-algebras A of transcendence degree 	 d with
empty real spectrum, R being any real closed field.
Ž . Ž .  For curves d 1 the number B 1 is 3, and Dai and Lam DL have
Ž . Ž 2 .2actually shown that, for P X  1 X , the level of the ring A
  Ž 2 Ž .. X, Y  Y  P X is equal to 3, meaning that 3 is a sharp bound for
Žthe level of ‘‘empty’’ curves. We will say that an -variety is empty if it has
.no real point. But this particular curve is singular because P is a square,
and this latter fact was actually used in their proof. So, keeping in mind
that the level of the function field of an empty nonsingular geometrically
integral curve is 2, one might reasonably wonder whether the level of such
a curve would also be 2. Then, the only task left, for a general affine curve
C, is deciding between levels 2 and 3.
In this work, we will characterize the level 2 smooth affine curves
Ž .Section 1 , by the existence of an element of a particular type in the
Ž .Picard group of the compactified curve Theorems 1.2 and 1.8 . In the case
Ž .of hyperelliptic curves Section 2 , this characterization is made more
precise: a particular element P of the Picard group has to be of finite order
Ž .Theorem 2.2 . Specializing in Section 3 to the case of ‘‘hyperelliptic
Žquartics’’ see the beginning of Section 3 for an explanation of this
. Ž .expression , we are able to give a very explicit criterion Theorem 3.1 . We
Ž .further specialize Section 4 to hyperelliptic quartics C defined by an
2 Ž . Ž .  equation Y  A X B X  0, with A, B X polynomials of degree
2. In this situation, Mazur’s theorem on torsion points of rational elliptic
 curves Maz implies that there are only three possible orders for the
Ž .element P Theorem 4.1 when C has level 2. We may even write in this
case a kind of parameterization of the coefficients of the polynomials A
Ž . Ž .and B Theorem 4.3 . We then study Section 5 the question of affine
curves obtained by removing an arbitrary number r of pairs of complex
conjugate points in an empty projective curve defined over  and produce
Žexplicit examples of curves of levels 2 and 3 for any r Remark 5.2 and
.Proposition 5.3 .
We also show that for hyperelliptic curves, level 2 curves are rare among
Ž .‘‘empty’’ ones Theorem 2.6 , but that in genus 1, they are also dense
Ž .among empty quartics Theorem 3.4 .
Ž .We finish the paper Section 6 by linking this subject with the famous
 question of deciding when a given polynomial in  X, Y is a sum of three
squares of fractions. Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 6.5 give a criterion for
Ž .P X, Y being a sum of three squares which is of the same nature as
Theorems 1.2 and 1.8.
The authors are grateful to J.-L. Colliot-Thelene, who gave very useful´ `
hints that helped to solve the question. They also warmly thank the referee
whose contribution considerably improved the paper.
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1. THE LEVEL OF A SMOOTH AFFINE REAL CURVE
Throughout this section, C denotes a geometrically integral, smooth,
Ž .affine curve over  without real points. We will study the level s C of C,
Ž  .  i.e., the level s  C of the coordinate ring  C of C.
Let D be a smooth, projective curve over  containing C as an open
dense subset. Since D is smooth and C has no real points, D has no real
points either. A theorem of Witt states that 1 is a sum of two squares in
Ž .   Ž Ž ..the function field  D of D Wi, Satz 2 , and thus s  D 	 2. As D is
Ž Ž ..  geometrically integral, s  D is exactly 2. Since  C is a subring of
Ž . Ž . D , the level s C is at least 2, and as mentioned in the Introduction, it
 is known to be at most 3 Ma1, Ma2 . Hence
s C  2 or 3.Ž .
Ž .We derive a criterion that allows us to decide whether s C is equal to 2 or
3. But first we need to fix some notation and to collect some results from
the literature.
Most of the results concerning the projective curve D in this section
Ž .have been known for a long time. They may be found in some form in the
     papers of Weichold We , Comessati Co , and Geyer Ge . They are
   collected in GH, Proposition 2.2 and in CP, Proposition 4.1.2 .
 Ž  .Let D D  resp. C  C  be the complexification of D 
Ž . Ž . ² :resp. C . The Galois group Gal    acts naturally on the
 Ž .scheme D . This action induces an action of  on the Picard group Pic D
of D.
Let p: DD be the complexification morphism. It induces a mor-
 Ž . Ž .phism p from the Picard group Pic D of D into Pic D . In fact, the
 Ž .image of p is contained in the subgroup Pic D of -invariant ele-
Ž .ments of Pic D .
 Ž . PROPOSITION 1.1 GH, Proposition 2.2 2 . The morphism p maps
Ž . Ž  .Pic D isomorphically into a subgroup of index 2 of Pic D .
Proof. Since we need a part of the proof for the next proposition, we
reproduce it here. Let M be an Abelian group on which  acts. Recall
iŽ .that the cohomology groups H , M , for i 0, are given by
ker 1  im 1  if i is odd, andŽ . Ž .iH  , M Ž . ½ ker 1  im 1  if i is even,Ž . Ž .
Ž .where 1  resp. 1  denotes the endomorphism of M that sends m
Ž .onto m  m resp. m  m .
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Ž .Let div be the morphism from the multiplicative group  D of
 Ž . nonzero rational functions on D into the group Div D of divisors on D ,
that associates to a nonzero rational function its divisor. It induces a
Ž . morphism, again denoted by div, from the quotient  D  into
Ž . Ž . Ž .Div D . Denote by cl the morphism from Div D into Pic D that
associates to a divisor its linear equivalence class. Then, one has a
-equivariant exact sequence
cl div   0 D  Div D Pic D  0.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž  . 1Ž Ž .  .Let  : Pic D H , D  be the connecting homomorphism
in the associated exact cohomology sequence.
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Observe that Div D Div D and Div D is an induced   -mod-
ule. Hence, using Hilbert’s Theorem 90 for  , we obtain that the
sequence
p    10 Pic D Pic D H  , D   0 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
1Žis exact. Hence we have to show that the order of the group H ,
Ž .  . D  is 2.
1Ž Ž .  .An element in H , D  is represented by a function f
Ž . Ž . D such that the norm N f of f with respect to the field extension
Ž . Ž .  Ž . D over  D is constant and thus is in  . If N f  0, we may
Ž .assume N f  1, and Hilbert’s Theorem 90 implies f g g, and f
1Ž Ž  .  .represents 0H , D  . This shows that the order of this group
Ž .  is at most 2. As the level of  D is 2 Wi, Satz 2 , there is a fonction
Ž .of norm 1 in  D , and this provides the nonzero element in
1Ž Ž .  . 1Ž Ž .  .H , D  . Then H , D  is isomorphic to 2, and
the proposition is proven.
Ž .THEOREM 1.2. The leel of C is 2 if and only if there exists ADiv D
such that
Ž . Ž . Ž .i the class cl A of A in the Picard group Pic D belongs to
Ž .  Ž Ž ..Pic D 
 p Pic D , and
Ž . Ž .  ii the support Supp A of A is contained in D 
C .
Ž   Ž .Proof. It is already known GH, Proposition 2.2 that condition i is
Ž . Ž Ž .. .equivalent to D  , and thus to s  D  2. Suppose that the level
  2 2of C is 2. Then, there are u,   C such that u  1. Let
'  f u  1  C . Then, f represents a nonzero element in
1Ž Ž .  . Ž .H , D  . By exactness of the sequence 1 , there is a divisor
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž . ADiv D with cl A  Pic D 
 p Pic D such that A  A
Ž . Ž . Ž  .div f . One may assume that Supp A  Supp  A . Since f
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   Ž . Ž Ž ..   C , it follows that Supp A  Supp div f D 
C . Hence, A satis-
Ž . Ž .fies conditions i and ii .
Ž .Conversely, suppose that there is a divisor ADiv D satisfying condi-
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .tions i and ii . By exactness of the sequence 1 , the -image of cl A in
1Ž Ž .  . Ž .H , D  is nonzero. Let f D represent this image. Then,
Ž .  Ž . Ž Ž ..  div f  A  A. By condition ii one has Supp div f D 
C and
   Ž .thus f C . Moreover, N f  0 because f represents a nonzero
1Ž Ž .  . Ž .element in H , D  . One may then assume that N f 1.
2 2'  Writing f u  1 , with u,   C , one has u  1, i.e.,
the curve C has level 2.
One also has the following:
Ž Ž .   Ž ..PROPOSITION 1.3 Ge, 12 , p. 91 ; see also GH, Proposition 2.2 2 .
 Ž .Let g be the genus of D. If A is a diisor on D such that cl A 
Ž .  Ž Ž .. Ž .Pic D 
 p Pic D , then deg A  g 1 mod 2.
Ž . Ž .Since every element ADiv D has an even degree when D  ,
we may state
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 1.4. Let B Pic D . If g is odd then deg B is een. If g
Ž .  Ž Ž ..is een then deg B is een if and only if B is in p Pic D .
0Ž . 0Ž . 0Ž . 0Ž .Let us define Pic D , Pic D , Div D , Div D as the kernels of the
Ž  .corresponding degree maps. The action of  on Pic D induces an action
0Ž .of  on Pic D .
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let g be the genus of D.
Ž .  Ž 0Ž .. 0Ž  .a If g is een, p Pic D  Pic D .
Ž .  Ž 0Ž .. 0Ž .b If g is odd, p Pic D has index 2 in Pic D .
 Ž 0Ž .. 0Ž .Proof. Clearly p Pic D  Pic D . Moreover, Proposition 1.1 im-
 0Ž .  Ž 0Ž ..plies that Pic D : p Pic D 	 2. Suppose that g is even. Let B
Ž . Ž . 0Ž  . Ž .Div D be such that cl B is in Pic D . Then deg B  0, and, by
Ž . 0Ž . Ž .Corollary 1.4, cl B  Pic D . This proves a . Suppose g is odd. By
Ž . Ž .  Ž . Ž .Proposition 1.1 there exists cl B  Pic D 
 p Pic D , and deg B is
Ž .even by Corollary 1.4. As Div D contains a degree 2 divisor, it also
Ž . Ž .contains a divisor B of degree deg B . The class cl B B belongs to0 0
 0  0Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .Pic D 
 p Pic D , and this proves b .
0Ž .The set of fixed points Pic D is a commutative compact real Lie
Ž .group not necessarily connected of dimension g and we have
 Ž .   Ž 0Ž ..PROPOSITION 1.6 Co, 12 , p. 89 . The subgroup p Pic D is the
0Ž .neutral component of Pic D .
0Ž .Proof. Since the neutral component of Pic D is divisible and since
 Ž 0Ž .. 0Ž . Ž .p Pic D has finite index in Pic D Proposition 1.1 , the subgroup
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 Ž 0Ž .. 0Ž .p Pic D contains the neutral component of Pic D . Therefore, it
 Ž 0Ž .. 0Ž .suffices to show that p Pic D is a connected subset of Pic D . Let
d be an even integer satisfying d g. Choose a divisor A on D of degree
d. Denote by DŽd . the d-fold symmetric power of D. As usual, identify the
Žd .Ž . Žd .set of real points D  of D with the set of effective divisors of
Žd .Ž .  Ž 0Ž ..degree d on D. Consider the map  : D   p Pic D defined by
Ž .  Ž Ž .. Ž Žd .Ž . B  p cl B A . It is clear that  is continuous when D  is
.equipped with the strong topology , and by RiemannRoch, it is surjective.
Ž . Žd2.Ž . Žd .Ž .Since D  , the continuous map  : D  D  defined
Ž . Žd2.Ž .by  B  B  B is surjective. As D  is connected, so is
 0Ž Ž ..p Pic D .
Applying Propositions 1.6 and 1.5, one immediately obtains
0Ž .COROLLARY 1.7. Let g be the genus of D. Then Pic D is connected
when g is een and has two connected components when g is odd.
Finally we have
THEOREM 1.8. Let g be the genus of D. Then
Ž . Ž .a if g is odd, the leel of C is 2 if and only if there exists BDiv D
Ž . 0Ž  . Ž .  Ž .such that cl B  Pic D , Supp B  C , and cl B is not in the
0Ž .neutral component of Pic D ; and
Ž . Ž .b if g is een, the leel of C is 2 if and only if there exists BDiv D
Ž . Ž . Ž . such that cl B  Pic D , Supp B  C , and deg B is odd.
Proof. By Theorem 1.2, the level of C is 2 if and only if there exists
Ž . Ž . Ž .  Ž Ž .. Ž . BDiv D such that cl B  Pic D 
 p Pic D and Supp B  C
. If g is odd, such a divisor B has even degree by Corollary 1.4. As
Ž .  Div D contains a degree 2 divisor with support in D 
C , it also contains
Ž .such a divisor B of degree deg B . Replacing B by B B as in the proof0 0
0Ž  .  Ž 0Ž ..  Ž 0Ž ..above, we may assume B Pic D 
 p Pic D . As p Pic D is
0Ž . Ž .the neutral component of Pic D , part a is proven.
Ž . Ž .If g is even, deg B is odd by Corollary 1.4, and this proves b .
Remark 1.9. Replacing the reals  by any real closed field R, and using
the semi-algebraic topology instead of the usual one, one immediately sees
that Theorem 1.8 holds in this extended context.
2. HYPERELLIPTIC CURVES
DEFINITION 2.1. A geometrically integral smooth affine curve C de-
fined over  may be viewed as the complement of r closed points in a
Ž . smooth projective completion D. When C  , the complexification C
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of C is the complement of r pairs of complex conjugate points in D. We
will say that C is an r-pointed cure.
Ž . Ž .Ž .Let Jac D denote the Jacobian variety of D. One knows that Jac D 
0Ž . Ž .Ž . 0Ž . Pic D and that Jac D   Pic D .
This section is concerned with the level of 1-pointed curves. As seen in
Section 5, typical examples of such curves are curves given by an irre-
Ž . Ž .ducible equation P X Q Y  0 with P, Q nonnegative on , one of
them being square-free, and such that the greatest common divisor of their
degrees is 2. In particular, the affine curves given by an equation Y 2
Ž .P X  0 with P 0 on  and square-free, are 1-pointed curves. By a
Ž .slight abuse of language, we will call such curves hyperelliptic affine ,
even if the genus is less than 2. Instead of interpreting Proposition 1.8 for
these hyperelliptic curves only, one may as well do it in this larger context
of 1-pointed curves as follows:
THEOREM 2.2. Let C be a 1-pointed cure of genus g, with CD

 4P,  P . Then
Ž . Ž .a If g is odd, s C  2 if and only if there exists m such that
Ž . Ž .Ž .m cl P  P is a 2-torsion point in Jac D  contained in the nonneutral
Ž .Ž .component of Jac D  .
Ž . Ž .b If g is een, s C  2 if and only if there exists m odd such
Ž . Ž .Ž .that m cl P  P  0 Jac D  .
Ž . Ž .Proof. Let g be odd. By statement a of Proposition 1.8, s C  2 if
0Ž .  and only if there exists BDiv D with support in D 
C such that
Ž . 0Ž .cl B is in the nonneutral component of Pic D . Such a B must be of
Ž . Ž .the form m P  P for some nonzero integer m. Its class m cl P  P
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž . Jac D  is -invariant if and only if m cl P  P m cl  P P
Ž .Ž . Ž .in Jac D  . This condition is equivalent to 2m cl P  P  0 in
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Jac D  . Since Bm cl P  P  0, this proves a . If g is even, by
Ž .statement b of Proposition 1.8, the level of C is 2 if and only if there
Ž .   Ž .exists BDiv D of odd degree, with support in D 
C such that cl B
Ž  .is in Pic D . Such a B must be of the form aP b P for some integers
Ž . Ža, b, with a b odd. The condition B Pic D translates into a
.Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .b P  P  0 Jac D  . As a b is odd, statement b is proven.
ŽFrom now on in this section, C will be a hyperelliptic affine curve with
. 2the generalized meaning indicated above given by an equation Y 
Ž .  Q X  0, with Q X square-free and strictly positive on . If D is a
smooth projective model for C, there is a degree 2 map  from D to the
1 Ž .   4projective line  , defined on C by X, Y  X. Then CD 
 P,  P ,
 4 1Ž .where P,  P    , and C is 1-pointed. But even more is true:
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LEMMA 2.3. For any hyperelliptic cure defined oer , the inolution
Ž . Ž .Ž .1 of Jac D  is induced by the hyperelliptic inolution h of D, defined
Ž . Ž .on C as h x, y  x,y .
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. For any pair of points M, N of C  , one has cl M h M 
Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..  Ž Ž ..cl N h N . Hence cl MN  cl h M  h N  h cl MN .
Ž .Ž .  Ž .4Since Jac D  is generated by cl MN , the result follows.M , NCŽ .
Remark 2.4. Denote by  the involution  h of D. By the preceding
 Ž .Ž .lemma, the induced involution  of the Abelian group Jac D  is
  Ž .  Ž .h   1  . Then, the -anti-invariant point cl P  P 
Ž .Ž . ŽJac D  becomes a -invariant point, and one may compute m cl P
. Ž .Ž . P inside the real part Jac D  of the Jacobian variety for this twisted
real structure corresponding to  . Note that the expression ‘‘nonneutral
Žcomponent’’ used in Theorem 2.2 refers to the standard i.e., associated to
. real structure.
Ž .Ž .The following lemma gives us a precise description of the set Jac D  .
˜LEMMA 2.5. Let C be the affine plane cure defined oer  by the
2 ˜Ž .equation Y Q X  0, and let D be the corresponding smooth projectie
 ˜ Ž . Ž .model. Let f : C  C be the isomorphism defined oer  by f x, y  x, iy .
 ˜Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Then the induced group isomorphism f between Jac D  and Jac D 
˜  ˜ Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .induces an isomorphism between Jac D   Jac D  and Jac D  .
f f      ˜ ˜ ˜Proof. The maps D D D and D D D coincide because
f x , y  f  x , y   x ,i y   x ,  iy   	 f x , yŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
    on the affine part C . Then  f  f  , and the lemma follows.
Let g and put k 2 g 2. Let H  k be the subset of pointsg
Ž . 2 k k1 ia , . . . , a such that the equation Y  X Ý a X  0 defines a1 k i0 i
nonsingular geometrically integral real curve having no real points. Let
H denote the subset of H corresponding to level 2 curves.g , 2 g
THEOREM 2.6. If g 0 the set H has measure zero in the set H .g , 2 g
In other words, this may be interpreted as ‘‘the level of an empty affine
hyperelliptic curve of positive genus is generally equal to 3.’’
Ž .Proof. Consider the polynomial Q X of degree k 2 g 2 defined
Ž . k k1 i  by Q X  X Ý a X over the ring  a , . . . , a , with indetermi-i0 i 0 k1
Ž . Ž .nates a . Let 
 a , . . . , a denote the discriminant of Q X and puti 0 k1
 A a , . . . , a . Let C be the relative affine A-curve defined by the0 k1 

2 Ž .equation Y Q X  0. Let us glue the curve C with the affine curve of
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2 Ž . Ž . 2 g2 Ž .equation Z  R T  0, where T 1X, R T  T Q 1T , and
Z T g1Y. This gluing can be made over A and provides a smooth
projective relative completion of C called D. Again let  : D1 be theA
Ž .2-fold covering defined on C by x, y  x and let h denote the hyperel-
 ' liptic involution of D. Let A  A  1 . Computing the subscheme
1Ž .  in D, one sees that the only algebraic extension needed to split it
is the adjunction of a square root of the negative of the leading coefficient
Ž .  1Ž .  Ž .4of Q X . One then has over A ,    P, h P , where P is an
 Ž Ž .. Ž .A -rational point of D, and cl P h P is a section over Spec A of the
 ˜Ž . Ž .relative Picard scheme Jac D  Spec A . Denoting by C the A-curve of
2 ˜Ž .equation Y Q X  0 and by D its relative completion, according to
Remark 2.4 and through the isomorphism constructed in Lemma 2.5,
Ž Ž .. Ž .cl P h P may actually be viewed as a section  over Spec A of
˜Ž . Ž .Jac D  Spec A .
Let us state the following lemma:
LEMMA 2.7. Let D be a hyperelliptic -cure of positie genus with
Ž . 1D  , let  : D be a 2-fold coering, and let h be the associated
Ž . Ž Ž ..inolution. Then there exists MD  such that cl M h M is not a
torsion element.
Ž . Ž Ž ..Proof. Choose PD  . If cl P h P is not torsion, then we are
Ž . Ž .Ž .done. If not, consider the map from D  to Jac D  defined by
Ž .M cl M P . Since D is not rational, this map is injective and cannot
Ž .map the uncountable set D  into the countable torsion subgroup of
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .Jac D  . Therefore, there exists MD  such that cl M P is not
Ž Ž . Ž . . Ž .torsion. Since by Lemma 2.3 cl M h M  h P  P  cl M P 
Ž Ž . Ž .. Ž . Ž Ž ..cl h M  h P  2 cl M P , cl M h M is not torsion.
COROLLARY 2.8. Let T be the kernel of the multiplication by a positien
˜ 1Ž . Ž . Ž .integer n in Jac D . Then  T has positie codimension in Spec A .n
Ž .Ž .Proof. It is enough to see that the image under  of Spec A  
k  4 Ž . 
 
 0 is not contained in T  . Let D be a hyperelliptic -curve ofn
Ž . Ž .genus g with D  . By Lemma 2.7 there is a point MD  such
Ž Ž .. Ž . 1Ž .that n cl M h M  0. Setting x  M , the curve D
 x ,
1  4equipped with the restriction of  onto the affine line  
 x , is a
hyperelliptic affine curve that has an equation Y 2 X kÝk1a X i 0i0 i
Ž . k  4for some values a  such that a , . . . , a  
 
 0 .i 0 k1
˜Ž . Ž .Set z a , . . . , a and write D , P , h P , respectively, for the0 k1 z z z
˜ Ž .  Ž .4specialization at z of D, P, h P . By construction of z, one has M, h M
˜ Ž .4 Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž Ž .. P , h P D and n z  n cl P  h P n cl M h MMz z z z z
Ž . Ž . 0. Thus  z  T  and the corollary is proven.n
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1Ž .Ž .Now Theorem 2.2 implies that H is contained in   T  g , 2 i n
1Ž . Ž .H and  T has positive codimension in Spec A for every n 0g n
k by Corollary 2.8. As H is a semialgebraic set of dimension k in  
 
g
4 1Ž .Ž . 0 ,  T  H is a thin set in H for every positive n. Thus,n g g
1Ž .Ž .  T  H is also a thin set in H , forcing H to be thin ini n g g g , 2
H . This proves Theorem 2.6.g
3. EMPTY HYPERELLIPTIC QUARTICS
In this section, we study the case of smooth affine hyperelliptic quartics
Ž . 2 Ž .C with C  . This means that C has an equation Y Q X  0,
with Q monic, square-free of degree 4. The genus g of such a curve is 1,
and the results of the preceding sections apply here: if D is a smooth
Ž . projective model of C and if P, h P are the two points of D above the
1 Ž .point at infinity in  , one knows that s C  2 if and only if there exists
Ž Ž ..m such that m cl P h P is a 2-torsion point lying on the nonneu-
Ž .Ž .tral component of Jac D  .
Ž . ŽŽUp to some affine change in X, one may assume that Q X  X
2 2 2 ˜ 2. .ŽŽ . . Ž Ž . .b  1 X b  c with c 0. As C defined by Y Q X  0
Ž has -rational points, by a classical transformation see for instance ST, p.
. 2 Ž . Ž 2 .Ž Ž23 , one obtains a Weierstrass equation  W    4b  c
2 2 ˜. .Ž Ž . . 1  c 1 for D, for which the point at infinity is the image of
Ž .h P through the isomorphism f of Lemma 2.5. Then a Weierstrass
Ž . 2 Ž .equation for Jac D is  W  .
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .The real curve Jac D  is the subset Jac D  of Jac D  , and
˜Ž .Ž .through the isomorphism of Lemma 2.5, Jac D  may also be identified
 ˜Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .with Jac D   Jac D  . A point of Jac D  or Jac D  will then
Ž .Ž .be considered as a point of Jac D  . For example, the points in the
Ž .Ž .intersection of the two real curves are the points of Jac D  which are at
the same time -invariant and anti-invariant: they are exactly the points of
Ž .Ž .   Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .Jac D  killed by 2. The point P 	 cl P h P  Jac D  is anti-
Ž .Ž .invariant and thus is in Jac D  .
In the figure, we represent the real parts of the two curves as subsets of
Ž .Ž . 2 Ž .the complex curve Jac D  , given by the equation  W   0 with
2 Ž .the following conventions. The bold curve  W  corresponds to
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž . 2 Ž .Jac D   Jac D   Jac D  , and the thin curve  W  cor-
˜Ž .Ž .responds to Jac D  . The horizontal axis is the -axis for both curves,
and the vertical axis is the -axis for the bold one. Viewing the thin curve
Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .as Jac D   Jac D  , one must think of the vertical axis as being the
i-axis for this curve.
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  Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž . ŽThe point P  cl P h P of Jac D  then has coordinates 0,
Ž 2 ..ib c  1 .
Ž 2 . ŽŽ .2 . ŽŽ .2 .The points p 4b , 0 , q 1 c , 0 , r 1 c , 0 are the
Ž .Ž .three order 2 points of Jac D  , named from left to right in the above
figure.
Then Theorem 2.2 reads as follows:
THEOREM 3.1. Let C be a smooth affine empty hyperelliptic quartic gien
2 Ž .   Ž Ž ..by the equation Y Q X  0, and let P denote the point cl P h P
Ž .Ž . Jac D  . Then the leel of C is 2 if and only if there exists m such
  Ž . that 2m P  r or 2m 1 P  q.
Proof. Actually q and r are the two order 2 points on the nonneutral
Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .component of Jac D  , and according to Theorem 2.2 case a , s C  2
   if and only if some multiple of P is q or r. Since P is on the nonneutral
Ž .Ž .component of Jac D  , an odd multiple is also on this component and it
Ž .Ž .must be q, the intersection of the nonneutral components of Jac D 
Ž .Ž .and Jac D  , while an even multiple must be on the neutral component
Ž .Ž .of Jac D  and must be r.
The two examples below are, to some extent, the extremal cases and
correspond to the two following possibilities for a positive polynomial Q of
Ž . Ž 2 .the shape Q X  R X .
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Ž 2 .  COROLLARY 3.2. Let Q R X where R X is a monic polyno-
mial of degree 2 with positie coefficients and nonnegatie discriminant 
.
2 Ž .Then the cure Y Q X  0 has leel 3.
Ž 2Proof. Up to an affine change of coordinates, one has Q X 
.Ž 2 2 . 21 X  c . If 
 0, then c  1 and one recovers the DaiLam exam-
ple quoted in the Introduction. If not, as the number b defined above is 0,
  Ž .one has P  0, 0  p, and thus any multiple of this point is the origin O
or p itself and cannot be q or r.
Ž 2 .  COROLLARY 3.3. Let Q R X where R X is a monic polyno-
2 Ž .mial of degree 2 with negatie discriminant. Then the cure Y Q X  0
has leel 2.
Proof. In this case, up to an affine change of coordinates, one may
Ž . ŽŽ .2 .ŽŽ .2 .write Q X  X b  1 X b  1 with b 0, and the number
  Ž .c defined above is 1. So P  0, 0  q and the level is 2.
Note that in this latter case the expression of 1 as a sum of two
Ž .2 2squares is easily obtained by writing R X s  t with t 0, s.
There is a counterpart to Theorem 2.6. Let H , H be the sets defined1 1, 2
in Theorem 2.6; then
THEOREM 3.4. The set H is dense for the real topology in the set H .1, 2 1
Proof. Take some zH , and let C C be the affine curve given by1 z
2 Ž . Žthe equation Y Q X  0. Then C is isomorphic through an affinez
. 2 Ž . Ž .transformation , to a curve of equation Y Q X  0 with Q X 
Ž . ŽŽ .2 .ŽŽ .2 2 . Q X 	 X b  1 X b  c with c 0. So, defining H asb, c 1
Ž . 2the semialgebraic subset of points b, c  such that the equation
2 Ž .Y Q X  0 defines a smooth affine hyperelliptic quartic withoutb, c
Ž . real points i.e., Q is square-free and positive , and defining H as theb, c 1, 2
subset of H  corresponding to level 2 curves, one is reduced to showing1
that H  is dense in H .1, 2 1
2 2 Ž .Let us consider the rational mapping f :   given by f b, c 
Ž . Ž 2 Ž .2 . Ž 2 Ž .2 . 2 Ž 2 Ž,  with  4b  c 1  4b  c 1 ,  4b  4b  c
.2 . 2 Ž . 1 . One may check that, starting from the equation  W  for
Ž . Ž 2 . Ž 2 Ž .2 .Jac D , and making the change   4b    4b  c 1 , oneb, c
2 Ž .Ž .obtains the normalized Weierstrass equation     1    for
˜Ž .  Jac D , while  is the -coordinate of the point P in this model.b, c
Let us call  , the two projections from 2 to , such that1 2
Ž . Ž . Ž  .  f b, c  ,   f b, c  . Then, when the couples b , c vary in1 2
1 ˜Ž . Ž . Ž .   f  , the associated Jacobian curves Jac D are all equal to1 b , c
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˜ ˜Ž . Ž Ž ..Jac D which we may denote by Jac D , and one knows that theb, c 
˜Ž .Ž .points M Jac D  , for which there exists n with n M q or r, are
˜Ž .Ž .dense in the nonneutral component of Jac D  . Such a point M with
-coordinate  may then be chosen as close to  as desired. Since f is a
 Ž   . 1Ž .homeomorphism from H onto its image, b , c  f ,  is as close as1
Ž .   Ž  .  desired to b, c . Since P  M , b , c is in H , and this gives us theb , c 1, 2
result.
4. THE CASE OF RATIONAL COEFFICIENTS
Ž .Assume now that Q X is a given fourth-degree polynomial that is
positive on , with rational coefficients, and consider the level of the
2 Ž .affine -curve C defined by Y Q X  0. In particular, the leading
Ž .coefficient of Q say u is positive, and, with the change of coordinates
2'Y Z u , C is -isomorphic to the curve given by the equation Z 
Ž .  Q X u 0. As far as the level of  C is concerned, one may thus
always assume that Q is monic. Then, the two points of the projective
˜ 1curve D projecting on the point at infinity of  are -rational points,
2 ˜Ž . Ž .and the Weierstrass equation  W  , already computed for Jac D ,
has rational coefficients.
Ž .The polynomial Q X can be factored over the real algebraic numbers,
  Ž . ŽŽ .2and an appropriate change of variable in  X gives us Q X  X b
2 .ŽŽ .2 2 . a X b  c , with real algebraic numbers a, b, c.
 Ž .4    Call P, h P the complement of C in D . If the ring  C has level 2,
˜  Ž Ž .. Ž .Ž .the -rational point P  cl P h P  Jac D  is a torsion point of
Ž .order 2n for some n of the real, and thus of the rational MordellWeil
˜Ž .Ž .   Ž  .group Jac D  . Mazur’s theorem Maz see also ST, p. 58 states that
   the order of P is 	 12, and as P has even order, there are only six
   possibilities. These six cases correspond respectively to P  q, 2 P  r,
       3 P  q, 4 P  r, 5 P  q, 6 P  r, and each case is precisely described
Ž .by a polynomial relation T a, b, c  0 for n 1 to 6.n
Ž .Deciding whether the real curve C determined by a, b, c has level 2
Ž .reduces to knowing whether T a, b, c  0 for some n	 6. This is stilln
difficult to explore completely, especially for the largest n. It is easier
when Q factors over the rationals, and this case will now be worked out in
detail.
THEOREM 4.1. Let a2, b, c2 with a, c positie real numbers, and
Ž . ŽŽ .2 2 .ŽŽ .2 2 .   Ž 2Q X  X b  a X b  c . Then the ring  X, Y  Y 
Ž .. Ž .Q X has leel 2 if and only if T a, b, c  0 for some n	 3, where then
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T ’s are polynomials defined as follows:n
T a, b , c  c aŽ .1
22 2 2T a, b , c  4b ac c  aŽ . Ž . Ž .2
22 22 2 2 2T a, b , c  16b c a ac c  a  16b ac .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . ž /3
Proof. If c a and b 0, the curve C is singular but still has level 2.
In the other cases, computation shows that these polynomial identities
      Ž .express respectively that P  q, 2 P  r, and 3 P  q. Thus, if a, b, c is
a real zero of one of these three polynomials, with a, c positive, the point
 P satisfies the conditions of Theorem 3.1, and the curve C has level 2.
Conversely, assume that the level of the ring is 2; we are going to show
 that the order of P is at most 6, and this will show that only the three
cases above can appear.
˜ 2 Ž .The Weierstrass equation already computed for Jac D is  W 
Ž . Ž 2 .Ž .Ž . 2with W    4b     . Putting u   4b ,    ,q r 1 1
2 Ž . Ž 2 .one gets a new equation  W u  u u  A u  B , and the1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
  2u -coordinate of the point P is 4b . Let  be the MordellWeil group of1 1
this curve. Let  be the MordellWeil group of the curve defined by2
2 Ž . Ž 2 . 2 W u  u u  A u  B with A 2 A , B  A  4B .2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 1 2 1 1
Ž .There are group homomorphisms associated to a degree 2 isogeny  :1
   ,  :    such that  and   are both multiplication by1 2 2 1
2. The morphisms ,  are defined by
2 2  u  BŽ .1 1 1 1
 u ,   ,Ž .1 1 2ž /ž /u u1 1
if u  0 and  p   O  O ,Ž . Ž .1 1 1 2
Ž .with p  0, 0   and O , O the origins of  ,  and1 1 1 2 1 2
2 2  u  BŽ .2 2 2 2
 u ,   ,Ž .2 2 2ž /ž /2u 8u2 2
if u  0 and  p   O  O ,Ž . Ž .2 2 2 1
Ž .with p  0, 0   .2 2
2  Since the u -coordinate 4b of P   is a square in , there is a point1 1
    Ž .  Q   such that P   Q . Since the level of C is 2, P is a torsion2
   point of even order, and the same holds for Q . If 2k is the order of Q ,
   then k Q is one of the points of order 2 in  . If k Q  p , then2 2
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Ž  .   k Q  k P  p , which is excluded when C has level 2. It follows that1
  Ž  .   Ž .k Q  p and  k Q  k P   p  O . This shows that the order of2 2 1
 P divides k, and thus k must be an even integer 2n. This implies that the
 order 2k of Q in  is 4n. Actually one may easily check that the order of2
 P is exactly k 2n.
Since  is also defined over , Mazur’s theorem can be applied to  ,2 2
   4and the order 2k 4n of Q satisfies 4n	 12, and thus n 1, 2, 3 .
Remark 4.2. Note that in Theorem 4.1, the numbers a, c are positie
Žalgebraic numbers. We really need a sign condition actually ac 0 would
.be sufficient to distinguish between the points q and r : q has the smaller
ŽŽ .2 .-coordinate c a with the chosen condition and r has the bigger
Ž .2-coordinate, c a . In particular, the conditions of the proposition do
Ž .not describe algebraic curves over  or even over  except for T  0 .1
Of course, it would be possible to replace these conditions by purely
polynomial conditions on a2, b, c2, avoiding the sign condition. But these
polynomials would not be homogeneous and would be of higher degree
than T .n
Nevertheless, even though the conditions of Theorem 4.1 do not define
algebraic sets over , the next statement produces a sort of ‘‘rational
2 Ž .parameterization’’ of level 2 curves having an equation Y  P X  0
with P as in Theorem 4.1, in the following sense. For i 1, 2, 3, there
exists a polynomial map f : 33 such that the curve determined byi
Ž 2 2 . Ž 2 2 . 3 Ž 2  .a , b, c has level 2 if and only if a , b, c  f   , wherei1 i 
 denotes the positive rationals.
2 2 Ž .THEOREM 4.3. Let a , b, c  with a, c real numbers, and P X 
ŽŽ .2 2 .ŽŽ .2 2 . 2X b  a X b  c . The real affine cure C of equation Y 
Ž .P X  0 has leel 2 if and only if one of the three following conditions is
satisfied:
Ž . 2 2i c  a .
Ž .ii There exist positie rationals u,  and a nonzero rational l such that
12 2 2 3 2 2 2 3Ž . Ž Ž . .a , b, c  l u  , l u  , l u .4
Ž .iii There exist positie rationals u,  and a nonzero rational l such that
12 2 2 5 2 2 4 4 2 5 2 2Ž . Ž Ž . Ž . Ž ..a , b, c  l u  u  u  , l u  , l u u  u  .4
Ž . Ž Ž . Ž ..Proof. It is easy to check that if condition i resp. ii , iii holds and if
Ž . Ž .a, c are positive, then a, b, c is a zero of the polynomials T resp. T , T1 2 3
Ž . Ž .defined above, and s C  2. As neither of these conditions nor s C
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .depends on the sign of a, c, condition i or ii or iii implies s C  2.
For the converse, we may always assume that a, c are positive. Then by
Ž . Ž .Theorem 4.1, s C  2 if and only if T T T a, b, c  0. Clearly1 2 3
Ž . Ž . Ž .T a, b, c  0 implies condition i . Suppose that T a, b, c  0. One may1 2
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assume b 0 or otherwise c a and we are done. Then ac and ca
2 2 2 Ž .2aca are rational and c a  u for coprime positive integers u,  .
This implies c2 2 r, a2 u2 r for some positive rational r. As a2c2
Ž .2 Ž 2 2 . 4ur  c  a 4b is a fourth power of a rational, one deduces that
2 2 3 2 2 3 2 ŽŽ 2r ul for some rational l. Thus a  u l , c  u l , and b c
12 2 2'. . Ž . a 4 ac  l   u . Replacing l by l if necessary, we obtain4
1 2 2Ž .b l   u .4
Ž .Suppose T a, b, c  0. Again, one may assume b 0. Expanding this3
equation, one sees that ac must be rational. Since a 0, one may write
  Ž .b  ba, c  ca, and the equation T a, b, c  0 turns into3
222 2 c  1  16b cŽ .
c  . 2ž /c  1 16bŽ .
Since b2 b2a2 and c aca2 are rational, c must be the square of
a rational, and one may write c ca 2u2 for coprime u,  .
Then c2a2 4u4 implies that c2 4k, a2 u4k for some k .
2 2 Ž 4 .Then, replacing b by b  u k in the above equation, one gets
2 22 2 2 2 2 4 4 2 2 2 u   u 16b  k   u  u 16bŽ . Ž .Ž . Ž .
which is equivalent to
22 2 2 4 4 2 2 2u   u 16b   k   u  u 16bŽ . Ž .ž /
for 1. This may also be written
22 2 2 4 4u    u  u 16b  k   u ,Ž . Ž .
and since k and the left-hand side are positive, one must have  1 and
Ž 2 2 . 2ku u  u  l , for a rational l.
Finally, a2, b, c2 must be of the following type, for some coprime
integers u,  and some rational l:
a2 u5 u2 u  2 l 2Ž .
c2 u 5 u2 u  2 l 2Ž .
1 4 4b l   u .Ž .4
This finishes the proof.
Remark 4.4. One may also consider the curves defined in 2 by the
homogeneous polynomial equations T  0. It is clear that T  0 isn 1
isomorphic to 1 .
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Ž . Ž . Ž .For T  0, we find the singular points b, a, c  0, 1, 1 and 1, 0, 0 .2
They are ordinary points of multiplicity 2, and since the degree of T is 4,2
Ž .the genus g of the curve T  0 is g 3 	 22 3 2 	 12  0. Actually,2
Ž .replacing u and  by their squares in formula ii and extracting square
roots of a2, c2, we obtain the following parameterization of the curve over
the real numbers:
u4 4
3 3a, b , c  u  , , u .Ž . ž /ž /4
For the curve T  0, the complex singular points consist also of three3
Ž .ordinary multiple points the same coordinates as above , each one of
Ž . Ž .multiplicity 4. Since deg T  9, the genus g is 7 	 62 3 4 	 32  3.3
One may check that the operation done in the above paragraph on
Ž . Ž .formula ii cannot be done on the formula iii to provide a parameteriza-
Ž .tion of the curve T  0 over the real or complex numbers.3
One has the following easy consequence of Theorem 4.1:
Ž . ŽŽ .2 .ŽŽ .2 ..COROLLARY 4.5. Let P X  X  b  a X  b  c with
a, b, c, a polynomial positie on . If ac 2, then the leel of the
2 Ž .real cure gien by the equation Y  P X  0 is 3.
5. CONSTRUCTION OF r-POINTED CURVES
Let D be a smooth projective empty curve defined over , and let C be
a geometrically integral affine curve such that CD
E, where E
 4P , P , . . . , P , P is a set of r 1 pairs of complex conjugate points of D .1 1 r r
Ž .Recall that such an affine curve is called an r-pointed curve cf. Section 2 .
In this section, we will apply the techniques developed in Sections 2 and 3
to produce examples of r-pointed curves of levels 2 and 3, for any r 1.
Ž .Define an -curve to be C n, r if it is an r-pointed curve of level n.
Ž . Ž .In genus 1, we may produce C 2, r and C 3, r curves for any r
Ž .Proposition 5.3 . However, for a fixed genus g 1, this seems more
Ž .difficult. The end of the section Proposition 5.8 and Example 5.9 pro-
Ž .duces examples of C 3, r curves of odd genus g 1 for odd integers r.
This genus may be rendered as large as wanted, but depends on r in any
Ž .event. Note that we do not have a single example of C 3, r curve of even
genus.
  Ž . Ž . Define Q to be cl Q P  Jac D for any QD .1
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LEMMA 5.1. Let C be an r-pointed cure of odd genus and assume that for
  Ž .Ž .eery i, 1	 i	 r, P is in Jac D  . Theni
Ž .  i If some P is on the nonneutral component, C has leel 2.i
Ž .   Ž .Ž .ii If eery P , i 1, . . . , r, is on the neutral component of Jac D  ,i
C has leel 3.
Proof. According to Proposition 1.8, since the genus is odd, C has level
2 if and only if one can find integers n , m , i 1, . . . , r, such that the classi i
r 0  0Ž . Ž . Ž .of the divisor AÝ n P m P lies in Pic D 
Pic D . Sincei1 i i i i
0Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .m cl P  P m cl P  P  Pic D , we may add it to cl A1 1 1 1 2 2
0Ž .without changing its class modulo Pic D . This reduces to assuming
Ž .m  0 and n Ý m  n . The condition for having level 2 re-1 1 i1 i i
r Ž Žduces to the existence of integers a , b , i 2, . . . , r, such that Ý cl a Pi i i2 i i
r. Ž .. Ž    .P  b P  P Ý a P  b P lies in the nonneutral compo-1 i i 1 i2 i i i i
Ž .Ž .  nent of Jac D  . If some P is on the nonneutral component, then leti0
b  1 and let each of the other a s and b ’s be equal to 0. Then thei i i0
Ž .condition above is fulfilled and the level of C is 2. This proves i .
  Ž .Ž .   Ž . Ž . Ž .For Q  Jac D  one has Q   Q  cl Q P  cl Q P1 1
Ž .      cl P  P  Q  P . In particular, if every P is on the neutral1 1 1 i
     component, then it is so for every P  P  P and for any lineari i 1
combination of them. Applying Theorem 1.8 we see that the level of C is
Ž .3. This proves ii .
Ž .Remark 5.2. If C is a C 2, 1 -curve and if we remove r 1 closed1
points, we obtain an r-pointed curve C of the same genus, with a2
   morphism  C  C , and thus the level of C must also be 2. As we1 2 2
Ž .have constructed C 2, 1 -curves of genus 1 in Section 3, it is easy to obtain
Ž . Ž .C 2, r -curves of genus 1 for any r 1, and we will focus on C 3, r -curves
in the next proposition.
Ž .PROPOSITION 5.3. For any integer r 1, there exist C 3, r genus 1
cures.
Proof. The proof depends on the parity of r.
Ž . Ž .A r is odd. The existence of C 3, 1 curves was shown in Section 3,
and so the case r 1 is covered. Start with the affine plane curve C
defined over  by
22 2 2  u  b  c  0, 2Ž . Ž .
with b, c 0 and b c 0. It is a 1-pointed affine hyperelliptic quartic,
and Corollary 3.2 asserts that it has level 3, because in the real part of the
Jacobian curve defined by the equation
 2   2 4b 4c2 , 3Ž . Ž .
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  Ž .the point P P being the infinity point taken as origin is the 2-torsion1 1
Ž .point lying on the neutral component and has coordinates 0, 0 .
 Taking any point P on the neutral component, the four points2
      P , P are also in the neutral component, and together with P ,2 2 1
Ž .they form the intersection with the elliptic curve 3 of the union of two
lines given by the equations m  0, for some real slope m . The2 2
inverse image of this union of lines, in the initial hyperelliptic quartic C,
has equation u2m24 0 and has exactly four points in C. Removing2
this subvariety of C, one obtains a 3-pointed curve inside a genus 1 curve.
   One can do this for any number s of points P , . . . , P on the neutral2 s1
Ž .component of the Jacobian curve 3 , corresponding to different values of
2 s1Ž 2 2 .m , j 2 . . . s 1, remove the subvariety Ł u m 4  0, andj j2 j
Ž .then obtain a C 3, 2 s 1 curve. For this, one must choose the slopes mj
Ž .such that the lines m  intersect the curve 3 only on the neutralj
'
 
component. This is realized when m  4b 2c , which is the largestj
slope of the lines through the origin that are tangent to the curve.
For example the affine space curve given by the equations
s
2 22 2 2  u  2  1 0, z u  1 j  1Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł
j1
2 Žis a 2 s 1-pointed curve of genus 1 and has level 3, because m  4 1j
.2j  16 4b 2c 10.
Ž .B r is even. Consider the affine space curve C defined over  by
22 2 2 2X  Y  1, X a  Z  c . 4Ž . Ž .
The set C is the complement in D of the two pairs of conjugate points at
Ž . Žinfinity defined with the homogeneous coordinates X : Y : Z : T by i :
.1 : 1 : 0 . The projective curve D is smooth and has genus 1 when
ac 0, a 1c, and is empty if a c 1, c 0. Under these
assumptions, C is a 2-pointed curve.
Let us compute the level of C. The projection of C on the YOZ-plane is
the isomorphic affine geometrically integral plane curve
22 2 2 2 2 2Z  Y  1 a  c  4a Y  1  0. 5Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž . Ž .The four points at infinity in 4 map to two double points at infinity in 5
Ž . Ž . Ž .with homogeneous Y : Z : T -coordinates A 1 : 1 : 0 , B 1 : 1 : 0 .
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2 2 Ž .Putting U Z Y and  1 a  c in 5 , one has, with homoge-
neous coordinates,
4Y 2 U 2 a2T 2  4UY U 2 T 2 U 4 2U 2T 2Ž . Ž .
  2 4a2 T 4 0. 6Ž . Ž .
2 Ž 2 2 2 . Ž 2 2 .The change of variable aVT  2 U  a T YU U  T gives
T 2V 2U 4 2  2 U 2T 2  2 4a2 T 4 0. 7Ž . Ž . Ž .
2 Ž 2 .Note that when T 1, this equation has the form V  R U  0, with
R a second degree polynomial having discriminant 16c2  0. By Corollary
3.2, the level of this affine curve is 3.
Ž . Now, the double point B in 5 maps to the double point B at infinity of
Ž .7 , and the double point A maps to two simple points in the affine point
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž 2 .. Ž Ž 2of 7 , given in U, V -coordinates by A  ia, i c  1 , A  ia, i c1 2
.. 1 .
The same computation as in Section 3 produces a homogeneous Weier-
Ž .Ž . Ž .strass equation for Jac D  from Eq. 7 , which is
 2T   2 4  2 T 16c2T 2 . 8Ž . Ž .Ž .
 Ž . Ž .  The double point B of 7 splits in 8 into two simple points P , the1
Ž .Ž .   Ž . Ž .origin of Jac D  , and P   ,   0, 0 . The two other points1
2 2  Ž . Ž .   Ž .A , A map to P   ,   4,8a and P  4c ,8ac .1 2 2 2
Ž .Ž . Ž .  But as the neutral component of Jac D  is defined in 8 by 	 0, P1
 and P are on this neutral component. As C is the complement of2
 4 Ž .P , P , P , P in D , the level of C is 3 by part ii of Lemma 5.1. This1 1 2 2
Ž .provides the desired C 3, 2 curve.
Ž .We are now in the same situation as in case A , but with an initial curve
C that misses two pairs of points. If we remove the subvariety of C defined
s Ž 2 2 . Ž . Ž . s ŽŽ .2by Ł U m 4  0 in 7 and 6 , corresponding to Ł bZ Yj1 j j1
2 . Ž . Ž .m 4  0 in 5 and 4 , the resulting affine curve is a 2 s 2-pointedj 'curve, for s 1. The critical slopes are now 2  2 2c , and if, for
2 Ž .every j 1 to s, m  4  2 2c , the curve has level 3 and so is aj
Ž .C 3, 2 s 2 curve.
EXAMPLE 5.4. As an explicit example, consider, for s 1, the following
Ž . 3affine 2 s 2-pointed curve described with Y, Z, T -coordinates in  by
22 2 2Z  Y  9  36 Y  1  0,Ž . Ž .
s
2 2T Z Y  3 j  1.Ž . Ž .Ž .Ł
j1
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It has level 3, because, with the notation above, a 3, b 1, c 1, and
the squares of the critical slopes are 36 and 20. Thus, the critical values for
2 Ž .2U are 9 and 5, and 3 j  9 when j 1. On the other hand, because
2 Ž .4 is smaller than the smallest critical value for U which is 5 , the curve
defined by the equations
22 2 2Z  Y  9  36 Y  1  0,Ž . Ž .
s1
2 2 2T Z Y  4 Z Y  3 j  1Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ł
j1
Ž .is a C 2, 2 s 2 curve.
Ž .We are only left to find a C 2, 2 curve. For this, one slightly modifies
Ž .Eq. 4 by taking
22 2 2 2X  Y 1, X a  Z  c . 9Ž . Ž .
When ac 0, this defines a smooth affine geometrically integral
2-pointed curve, which may be described as the affine plane quartic
22 2 2 2 2 2Z  Y  1 a  c  4a Y  1  0. 10Ž . Ž . Ž .
It clearly has level 2, because 1 X 2 Y 2 is one of the equations in
Ž . Ž .9 . This is the C 2, 2 example.
Ž . Ž .It is much easier to produce somewhat simpler examples of C 2, r ,
Ž .C 3, 2 s 1 for s 0, r 1, if we relax the requirement ‘‘genus 1’’ in the
Ž .above proposition, and if we use the results below Examples 5.7 and 5.9 .
However, these techniques do not seem to easily produce examples of
Ž .C 3, 2 s curves.
Ž .Recall some well-known features of the polynomials of the form P X
Ž .Q Y .
Ž . Ž .  PROPOSITION 5.5. Let P T , Q T  T be two polynomials of respec-
tie degrees m, n, and let C be the affine plane cure gien by the equation
Ž . Ž . Ž . P X Q Y  0. If d gcd m, n , then C has exactly d points at infinity
in a smooth projectie model.
mŽ Ž ..Proof. Let mm d, n n d. Write P X a  1X , Q1 1
nŽ Ž .    Ž . Ž .Y b  1Y with a, b ,  ,  T such that  0   0  0,
 4and put u 1X,   1Y. In the convergent power series ring  u,  ,
Ž . n Ž . mone has a  u  s , b    t , for certain units s, t. Then, if  is
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a primitive root of unity,
dP X Q YŽ . Ž . n m n m1 1i s  tu  s   tu .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .Łm nX Y i1
ŽŽ .n1 iŽ .m1.As m , n are coprime, the terms s   tu are irreducible in1 1
 4 u,  for every i, and the factorization above is complete. After a
sequence of blowings up, these d germs of analytic branches provide the d
points at infinity.
Ž . Ž .  COROLLARY 5.6. Let P T , Q T  T be nonnegatie on , and
Ž . Ž .  assume that P X Q Y is irreducible in  X, Y . Let d 2 r
Ž Ž . Ž ..gcd deg P , deg Q . If the affine plane cure C defined by the equation
Ž . Ž .P X Q Y  0 is smooth, it is an r-pointed cure.
Proof. The curve C clearly has no real points and is geometrically
integral by assumption. Proposition 5.5 implies that C misses 2 r points at
infinity, and these points must be pairwise conjugate. As C is smooth, it is
an r-pointed curve.
EXAMPLE 5.7. For any integer r 0, consider the Fermat curve given
by the equation X 2 r Y 2 r 1 0. It is easy to see that the curve is
smooth and geometrically integral, and that the level is 2. It follows
Ž .immediately from Corollary 5.6 that it is a C 2, r curve.
The following proposition is a useful tool for producing examples of
level 3 curves of high degree.
PROPOSITION 5.8. Let C be a leel 3, affine plane cure, defined oer 
Ž . Ž . Ž .  by the equation F X, Y  0. If P T , Q T  T are any odd degree
˜ Ž Ž . Ž ..polynomials, then the cure C defined by the equation F P X , Q Y  0
has leel 3.
Ž . Ž .Proof. We easily reduce to the case Q Y  Y. If d deg P , then the
   Ž . Ž .ring  X is an integral extension of degree d of  P X . If  P X ,
 then, for any polynomial H  , Y , one has a degree d integral
   extension   , Y H X, Y H.
˜ 2 2Ž . Ž . Ž Ž . . Ž .Let H X  F  , Y  F P X , Y . If s C 	 2, then 1 u 
      X, Y H, and if N:  X, Y H  , Y H is induced by the
    Ž . Ž .norm  X   , one has N 1 1 because d is odd , and
Ž 2 2 . 2 2 Ž 2 2   N u   s  t because u  is itself a norm N :  X, Y H
  . X, Y H ‘‘commuting’’ with N . This implies that the level of
  Ž . Ž .  , Y F  , Y is 	 2. But because P X is transcendental over ,
    X induces an isomorphism between   and  X and between
  Ž .   Ž .  , Y F  , Y and  X, Y F X, Y which has level 3. This contradic-
˜Ž .tion shows that s C  3.
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EXAMPLE 5.9. Consider any odd positive integers r, s. It has been
2 Ž 2 .2shown in the proof of Proposition 5.3 that Y  X  2  1 0 is the
Ž . r s requation of a C 3, 1 plane curve. Replacing X by X and Y by Y , we
2 r Ž 2 r s .2consider the affine curve C given by the equation Y  X  2  1
 0. Proposition 5.8 implies that C has level 3. Since it is smooth and
geometrically integral, Corollary 5.6 implies that it is an r-pointed curve
Ž .and thus a C 3, r curve. The associated homogeneous curve is equipped
with a morphism of degree 2 r on P1, which is ramified at 4 rs points of the
affine part. Hence we may apply the Hurwitz formula to see that the genus
 Ž . g of this curve is g 1 2 r s 2 r 1  1 .
6. SUMS OF THREE SQUARES
The following problem is still completely open: characterize the nonneg-
 ative polynomials in  X, Y which are sums of three squares of rational
 functions. It is well known that nonnegative polynomials of  X, Y are
sums of at most four squares of rational functions, and it has been proved
that some of them are not a sum of only three squares. Cassels, Ellison,
  2 4and Pfister CEP first proved this for the Motzkin polynomial X Y 
2Ž 2 . 2  X X  3 Y  1. Later, Christie Chr used a variation of their proof, to
Ž  . Ž . 4show up to filling a gap Mac that a family of polynomials P X, Y  Y
Ž . 2 Ž .   a X Y  b X with a, b X also has this property. Both proofs
Ž . 4 2are based on the fact that a square-free polynomial P Y  Y  aY 
 b k Y , where k is a formally real field, is a sum of three squares in
Ž .k Y if and only if a particular k-defined elliptic curve associated to the
Ž .polynomial P Y has a point of a particular type. More recently, Colliot-
  Ž .  Thelene CT2 proved that if the polynomial P X, Y  X, Y , of de-´ `
Žgree at least 6, has sufficiently general coefficients actually algebraically
.independent , then P is not a sum of three squares of rational functions.
 In Mac new families of such polynomials are given, using essentially the
methods of Cassels, Ellison, and Pfister.
In this section we will show that a variant of the ideas used in Theorems
1.2 and 1.8 may also be used to characterize the polynomials which are
Ž .sums of three squares Proposition 6.3 and Theorem 6.5 . We will finish
the section by a new proof of Theorem 6.1 below.
In positive characteristic different from 2, every ring has level at most 2
and every sum of squares is a sum of at most 3 squares, and so the
questions studied here would have no interest. Thus, every field used in
this section is assumed to have characteristic 0.
 Let us recall the starting point of CEP :
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 THEOREM 6.1 CEP, Theorem 2.1 . Let k be a formally real field and let
Ž . 4 2  P Y  Y  aY  b k Y be a square-free polynomial. Then P is a sum
Ž . 2 Ž 2of three squares in k Y if and only if the elliptic cure      2 a
2 . Ž . Ž 2 a  4b has a k-rational point  ,  such that  and    2 a
2 . Ž .a  4b are sums of two squares in k such a point is called special .
 In CEP , this elliptic curve and the condition on  appear in the course
of some very explicit computation. We will prove this theorem at the end
of the section by using the general theory developed in the previous
sections.
2 Ž 2 2 .The equation      2 a a  4b is actually a Weierstrass
equation of the Jacobian curve of the smooth affine hyperelliptic quartic
2 Ž .Z  P Y  0 defined over k, as computed in Section 3. This is already
an explanation of the presence of the elliptic curve in Theorem 6.1, and it
is natural to feel that there should be a strong relationship with the
material already discussed.
On the other hand, there is another known, simple characterization of
sums of three squares:
Ž .  PROPOSITION 6.2. Let k be a field; let P Y be in k Y , monic, and not
 the negatie of a square in k Y ; and let C be the affine plane cure gien by
2 Ž .the equation Z  P Y  0 defined oer k. Then P is a sum of three squares
Ž . Ž .in k Y if and only if the leel of the function field k C is at most 2.
 Proof. See CT2, Lemma 1.2 .
Ž .Thus, knowing whether P is a sum of three squares in k Y amounts to
Ž .computing the level of k C , and this may be formulated in terms of
Picard groups as in Section 1, but with some significant differences.
If k is a field of level greater than 1, and D is a projective curve defined
over k, one may use the formalism introduced at the beginning of Section
 'Ž . Ž . ² :1. Replacing  by k and  by k  k  1 and Gal k k   ,
Ž .the short exact sequence 1 of Section 1 becomes
p     10 Pic D Pic D H  , k D k  0. 11Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
 Let k 2 denote the multiplicative group of nonzero sums of two squares
Ž . Ž .in k. The map 1  : k D  k D induces a group monomorphism

   1Ž Ž . .  H , k D k k k 2 . Let   .
 PROPOSITION 6.3. Let k be a field of leel greater than 1; let P k Y be
monic, nonconstant, and square-free; let C be the plane affine k-cure defined
2 Ž .by Z  P Y  0; and let D be a smooth projectie model of C. Then, with
Ž .the aboe notation, P is a sum of three squares in k Y if and only if
Ž .1 Im  .
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Proof. As 1 k 2 and P is nonconstant and square-free, k and
Ž . Ž .k C  k D are fields and one may use the formalism above. Then
Ž . 1Ž Ž .  .1 Im  H , k D k if and only if there exists some f
Ž . Ž .k D such that f 	  f1. This means that the level of k C is at
Ž .most 2 actually exactly 2 , or equivalently that P is a sum of three squares
Ž .in k Y , by Proposition 6.2.
Proposition 1.3 admits the following generalization.
 'Ž .LEMMA 6.4. Let k be a formally real field and k  k  1 . Let C
Ž . Ž .resp. D be an affine resp. projectie hyperelliptic cure of genus g defined
 Žby the square-free, monic, een degree polynomial P aboe, and let C resp.
.  Ž . Ž . D be its extension to k . Let ADiv D be such that cl A  Pic D
1Ž . Ž .belongs to  1 in Pic D . Then deg A g 1 mod 2.
ŽProof. The proof is essentially the same as for Proposition 1.3 see
 . Ž . Ž . 1Ž .GH, Proposition 2.2 . Let ADiv D be such that cl A   1 
Ž . Ž .  Ž .  Ž .Pic D , and let L A denote the k -vector space L A  g k D 
Ž . 4 Ž . Ž . div g A . Let f k D be such that div f  A  A. Because
1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .A  1 , one has N f  f f1. For g L A , define  g 
Ž . Ž . Ž Ž .. Ž .   fg . As div g A, one has div  fg  div  f   A  A
 2Ž .A  AA. As  g g,  defines an anti-linear automorphism
Ž . 2 Ž . Ž Ž ..of L A such that  id. This implies that l A  dim L A is even.
Since P is monic with even degree, there is a degree 2 divisor U
Ž .Div D at infinity. Adding to A a large multiple of U if need be, one may
assume that A has a large positive degree. Now the RiemannRoch
Ž . Ž .Theorem applies, and one has l A  deg A  1 g. This shows that
Ž .deg A  g 1 mod 2.
Using this lemma, one may mimic Theorem 1.8 to get the following:
THEOREM 6.5. Let k, k, D, D, g be as aboe, with g odd, and let  0 be
0Ž . Ž .the restriction of  to Pic D . Then P is a sum of three squares in k Y if
Ž 0.and only if 1 Im  .
Proof. Apply Proposition 6.3 to reduce to the existence of A such that
Ž . Ž  . cl A 1 with cl A Pic D and Lemma 6.4 to see that deg A is
even. Then one may subtract from cl A the needed multiple of cl U to land
0 0 Ž .in the preimage of  in Pic D .
Theorem 6.5 admits two interesting consequences. The first one is a
specialization to the case of a base field k in which every sum of squares is
Ž Ž ..a sum of two squares such as  X and gives a ‘‘topological’’ characteri-
zation of sums of three squares. Such a field k is said to have a
‘‘Pythagoras number’’ at most 2. Let us first give a definition.
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DEFINITION 6.6. Let k be a formally real field, and let A be an Abelian
variety over k. Denote by k the real closure of k for an ordering  of k.
Ž .A point P A k is called topologically special if for each ordering  of k,
Ž . Ž .the point P of A k is not in the neutral semi-algebraic component 
Ž .of A k .
PROPOSITION 6.7. Let k be a formally real field of Pythagoras number at
Ž .  most 2; let P Y be a monic, square-free polynomial in k Y , of positie
degree d 0 mod 4; and let D be a smooth projectie model of the affine
2 Ž . Ž .plane k-cure Z  P Y  0. Then P is a sum of three squares in k Y if
  Ž .Ž .and only if there is a point P  Jac D k which is topologically special.
Ž .Proof. If d 0 mod 4, the genus g d 2 2 of D is odd and
Theorem 6.5 implies that P is a sum of three squares if and only if there
  0Ž . 0Ž .exists a point P  Pic D such that  P 1. Then, for any
0Ž  .  ordering  of k,  P 1 means that the point P is on the 
Ž 0  . Ž .Ž .nonneutral semi-algebraic component of Pic D  Jac D k . Con-  
  0Ž .versely, if there is a point P  Pic D such that for any ordering  of
  0Ž  .k, the point P is on the nonneutral component, then  P 1. 
  Ž . 0Ž . Ž .Thus, if P  cl A , for ADiv D , and f k D is a rational func-
Ž . Ž .tion such that A A div f , then N f is negative in k , for every  . 
Ž . Then, N f is the negative of a sum of squares in k , and hence of a sum
of two squares, by the assumption on the Pythagoras number of k.
Ž .    Ž .Therefore,  P 1 k k 2 , and P Y is a sum of three squares
Ž .in k Y .
Ž .As the Pythagoras number of  X is 2, in the context of Theorem 6.1,
the topologically special points are exactly the special points, and so this
particular case of Theorem 6.1 appears as a consequence of Proposition
6.7. But even more is true because for an arbitrary base field k, Theorem
6.1 may be viewed as a special case of Theorem 6.5:
Ž . 4 2Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let k be any field, let P Y  Y  aY  b
 k Y be square-free, and let D be the smooth projective curve associated
2 Ž . Ž .to Z  P Y  0. Then the Jacobian curve Jac D has an affine equation
2 Ž 2 2 .     2 a a  4b , and, associated to the order 2 point
Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .S 0, 0  Jac D , there is a degree 2 isogeny Jac D  E	 Jac D 
² :S , together with an exact sequence
 
  2E k  Jac D k  k k ,Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž .  2 Ž .with   ,  k when  0. Now, Jac D acts on D by transla-
Žtion, and in particular the point S determines an involution u on D given
Ž . Ž ..by u Y, Z  Y, Z . The quotient of D under this involution u gives a
curve EDu, and E is precisely the Jacobian of E.
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  'Ž .There are two points at infinity in D for k  k  1 , D DSpec k
 Ž . Ž .Spec k . One of them say O has been chosen as the origin for Jac D ,
Ž .and the other, which is the conjugate O, is such that cl OO corre-
Ž . Ž . Žsponds to the point S 0, 0  Jac D . This is a general feature of
Ž . Ž 2 .monic quartic polynomials of the form P Y Q Y , as it can already be
.seen in the particular case k at Corollaries 3.2 and 3.3. The curve E
 4has a k-rational point, correspoonding to the class O, O , and one has
0Ž . 0Ž . Ž .Ž .Pic E  Pic E  Jac E k . Let  : D E denote the 2-fold cover-
 0Ž . 0Ž .ing. Then, there is a morphism  : Pic E  Pic D , fitting in the
following commutative diagram of exact sequences, with g being an
isomorphism:
 
  20  Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ž .Pic E  Jac E k Jac D k k k

 g
 0 0 0   Ž . Ž .  0 Pic D Pic D k k 2 .

0 Ž .Ž .  This shows that  g Jac D k  Im  k k 2 .
Theorem 6.5 implies that the polynomial P is a sum of three squares in
Ž . 0k Y if and only if 1 Im  . As this is equivalent to 1 Im  , this
implies Theorem 6.1.
For completeness’ sake, we briefly relate this material to the method
 used by Colliot-Thelene in CT2 . In that paper, he proves that certain´ `
Ž .  polynomials P X, Y  X, Y are not a sum of three squares of rational
Ž .functions. For this, rather than considering the curve D over  X with
2 Ž .affine equation Z  P X, Y  0, he treats it as a surface S over . The
function field is the same and Proposition 6.2 still applies. Also, rather
Ž .than considering the condition that the level of  S is 	 2, he uses the
Ž .equivalent condition that the quaternion algebra 1,1 splits over
Ž . S .
Then, the exact sequence
0 Pic S  Pic S  Br   Br  SŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
is considered, and the NoetherLefschetz theorem is applied to the
Ž . Ž .particular choice of S, giving the surjectivity of Pic S  Pic S , and so
Ž . Ž Ž ..the injectivity of Br   Br  S . This provides the nonsplitting of
Ž . Ž .1,1 over  S , which is the desired conclusion.
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